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" THE 1974 AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE NINE* 

I. Introduction 
EL = 

Article Nine. , The review 'committee completed itll work in 1970 and sub-

mitted its report to the Permanent Editorial Board, which accepted the 

report in 197,1. , The American Law Institute and the National Conference 

of Commiasioners on Uniform State Laws amended, approved, and published 

the final version of Revised Article Nine. This was Article Nine's first 

major revision since its promulgation in 1951. 1 In the eyes of some 

commentators ',many of these changes resolved purely academic questions 

cultured in the minds of' compUlsive worriers. 2 Others viewed the changes 

as needed, noting that a lack of litigation allOng commercial lenders is 

not caused by a lack of problems in the area, but rather is a result of 

the tendency ,of lenders to avoid litigation, either by contractual 

arrangements to avoid potential problems, or settlements to ultimately 

avoid the courtroom. 

One ' commentator noted three evident flaws in the existing 

Article Nine, '" eachof yhich demanded revision. The first two were". 

demerits •• ; serious1y 'unde'rmining both real estate financing of fixtures , 
and sccounts ;r 'eceivable financing in general." The third flaw was an 

amazing 1ack":0.£, uniformity in the state enactments of Article Nine. It 
. ! , .. 

was ,notedtlui.t'- ,there were ". ' .' .rio less than 337 (non-conforming amend-, ' 
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menta]" to .thh. aieleie·;4 · .' Thua"" th~- , amend ... i\t., whlla not attempting 

to, alter the' basie s.true.ture of the , article, dld . have &II their goal 

the reintroduc'tion of uni~ormity to the law of aecured transactions. 

The 1973 Legislature of the State' ·of Texaa enacted the uniform 

amendments to Article Nine of the Texas Busine~s & C~erce Code. S These 

amendments (the 1974 Amendments) became effective in Texas on January 1, 

1974.
6 

It is ,the purpose of this paper to analyze the 1974 Amendments, 

plscing emphasis on those portions that most significantly affect secured 

lending pract;l.ces. In an attempt to simplify this procedure, the 1974 

Amendments have been divided into four major areas of change: (1) fin-

ancing statements and filing requirements; (2) multiple state transac-

tions (I 9-1(3); (3) rules governing priorities (I 9-312) including 
I 

priorities wi~h respe~t to proceeds (II 9-306 and 9-203(3»; and (4) 

I' 7 . 
fixtures (I 9-313). . In addition, a miscellaneous section is included to 

deal with changes which are either difficult to classify, or simply do 

not lend themselves to the discussion of the general scheme of the 1974 

Amendments . 

Before entering into an extended discussion of the 1974 Amend-

ments and the operation of the New Code, introductory comments will be 

made in brief : sfimmary of, some aspects of the four major areas of revi-

sions listed above. These various points will be discussed in more detail 

later in this paper. 

Fi~st, changes were made by the 1974 Amendments in some of 

the provisions of Article Nine affecting the preparation of and basic 

filing procedures for f inancing statements. These changes regarding 

financing statements were principally intended · to conform financing 

statement practice to' the changes made in other parts of the Code. For 
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example, the major changes made in ,the fixture provisions of Article 

Nine necessitated corresponding modifications in the sections of Article 

Nine dealing with the use of financing statements filed with respect to 

fixtures. S 

Second, the 1974 Amendments completely revised the provisions 

of Article Nine governing mUltiple state transactions.' Stated broadly, 

the new multi-state rules are the following: (1) Security interests in 
, , 

documents, instruments and 'ordinary goods (1. e., goods other than "mobile 

goods") are ;generally governed by the law of the jurisdiction in which 

the collateral is located;lO (2) Security interests in collaters1 covered , 

by a certificate of title are generally subject to the lsw of the juris-
, 11 

diction issuing the certificate; and (3) Security interests in accounts 

or general int'angibles, and in "mobile goods" that are either equipment 

or lease inventory, are controlled by the law of the state where the 

debtor is 1~cated.12 

Third, the 1974 Amendments deal with questions of priority 

between one secured party holding a perfected security interest in certain 

' collateral (and thereby in the proceeds therefrom)13 and another secured 

party ho'lding a security interest in co11aters1 which will be proceeds of 

the other secured party's collateral, such as accounts receivable result-

ing from the ,'sale of inventory. In I 9-312(5) and (6), the New Code 

gives a general priority to the secured party who first files a financ-

ing statement, or is otherwise the first to perfect his security interest. 

This priority' as to the proceeds of the original collateral ,however , will 

I 
be lost if the security interest claimed sgainst the proceeds becomes 

unperfected under the new proceeds rules. 14 

When ' the , security interest in the originsl collateral is a 
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. perfected purchase money sec.urity interest, the extent! of the automatic, . 

priority in proceeds depends largely on the category of the original 

collateral: ~'s . to inventory jco11atera1. the priority of a purchase money 

security inter~st perfected under § 9-312(3) extends only to "identifiable 

cssh proceeds received on or before the delivery of the inventory to a 

buyer" ,15 however, a purchas.! monay security interested perfected a9 to 

non-inventory. colla·tera1 under § 9-312(4) ha9 priority over conflicting 

security interests as to ' the original collateral "or its proceeds," a 

phrase that would include accounts. l6 

The 1974 Amendments slso revised and reworded the basic .. 
\ 

priority rules of Artic1e '.Nine to give priority to the secured party who 

is first to .file or perfect, whichever event first occurs, provided that 

there is no period in which there was neither perfection nor filing. 17 

The ,'principles for the perfection and the priority of security 

interests with respect to proceeds have been thoroughly reWll.ltten. An 

automstic security interest has been estsb1ished with respect to proceeds 

' of originsl co11atera1. 1S The automatic security interest is not created 

by the security agreement, but rather is created by the Code, and is not 

related to' any requirement for checking the proceeds box when filing a 

financing statement. It is very important to remember, however, that 

this automatic. interest is limited in its scope, and will become unperfected 

10 days after "the receipt of the proceeds by the debtor unless the secured 

party satisfies certain specific requirements. l9 

Finally , the fixtures provisions of Article Nine were thoroughly 

revised. The rules of priority are· quite complex and 'cannot be summarized 

without some difficult~ . It should be noted, however, that the New Code 

relies heavily 'on fixture filing. as th~ means .of p.erfecting a security 



interest in fixtures. , A fixture: Ulini!. ~equires the 'preparation of 

a financing ,statement inaccordallce"with spec,isl rules, and the filing 

of that statement in the office of the County Clerk in the county ~here 

a mortgage wouid be filed'. 20 , 

11. Financing Statements and Filing Requirements = = u_ 

Although both the Old Code and the New Code utilize the same 

framework of rules concerning the preparation, form and content of 

financing statements, numerous changes have been made in the specific 

rules. Forexa';p1e, under ' the New Code only the debtor need sign the 

financing statement. 21 The New Code dispenses with the needless formality 

I " 
of requiring the secured party to sign, reasoning that, while the debtor's 

signature requirement deters premature or fraudulent fi1ings, - the financ- , 

ing statement inures to the benefit of the secured creditor, and, there-

fore, the requirement of ~is Signing the financing statement deters no 

" 22 
undesired conduct; 

The rules controlling the proper place of filing financing 

statements have been expanded only slightly, and the basic format of 
I 

the Old Code has been retained. The proper place to file a financing 

statement is as follow's: 

(1) 'when the collateral is equipment used in farming 
operations, or farm products, or accounts or general in
tangibles ariSing from or relating to the sale of farm 
products by a farmer, or consumer goods, then in the office 
of the County Clerk in the county of the debtor's residence 
or if the debtor is not a resident of this state then in 
the office of the County Clerk in the county where the 
goods are kept, and in addition when the collateral is crops 
growing or to be grown in the office of the County Clerk in 
the county where the land is located; , ~ 

(2) : when the collateral is timber to be cut or , is 
minerals or the like (including oil and gas) or accounts 
subject: to subsection (3) of Section 9.103, or when the , 
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financing statement is filed as a fixture filing (Section 
9.313) and the collateral is goods which are or are to 
become fixtures, then in the 9ffice of the County Clerk 
in the county where a mortgage on the real eat ate would 
filed or 'recorded; . 

(3) in all other caaes, in the office of the Secretary 
of State. 23 

New subsection (6) to I 9-401 attacka the difficulty in determin

ing the residence of the ,corporate farmer. The new subsection provides 

that the residence of auch an organization " •• 1a its place of busineaa 

if it haa one '~r its chief executive office if it hsa more than one place 

of buainess ... 24' The reference to "chief executive office" was intendl!d 

to mean the aC,tual chief executive office rather than the legal head

quarters as 'set out in the articlea of incorporation. 25 

A revision of § 9-402(1) allows the filing of copies or reproduc-

tiona of security agreements or financing statements. 

A carbon, photographic or other reproduction of a 
security agreement or a financi,ng statement is suffi
cient as a financing st'atement if the security agreement 
so provides or if the original has been filed in this 
atate. 26 

,,'I 

A security agreement 'proviaion authorizing the secured party to file 

copies or reproductions could be of value if, at 'a time subsequent , to 

the making of a loan, a debtor refused ' to execute a new financing state-

ment needed for perfection of the security interest. A copy of the 

security agreement will suffice as a finsncing statement only if it 

contains the requisite information and is signed by the debtor. 27 

Under ! § 9-402 (5), 'timber, mineral or fixture collateral financ-

ing statements :must contain the following information: (1) a statement 

of the type of collateral covered; (2) a recital that the financing 

ststement is to be ,flledin the 'resl estate ,records; (3) a description 
. I I ~ • 

of the real estate; and (4) the name of ' the record owner if the debtor 
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does not have ' an , interest of record in 'the real estate. These special 
I 

items are required in addition to the other basic elements of financing 

ststements. 28 ' 
", 

The 1974 Amendments have also expanded and ,clarified certain 

provisions of , Artic1e Nine that affect the general preparation of financ-

ing statements ; Under § 9-402(7), a financing statement "sufficiently 

shows the name of the debtor" if the statement gives "the individuaf;-, , 

partnership; or corporate name of' the debtor.,,29 The names of partners 

or other trade names ,may be ,a,dded. If the debtor changes its name, 

identity or corporate struct~re such that the previously filed ;'lIinancing 

statement becomes "seriously misleading," then such previously filed 

financing statement becomes ineffective for purposes of perfecting the 

security interest as to collateral scquired by the debtor more than 4 

months sfter such chsnge ', "" . . unless an appropriate financing state

' ment is filed before the 'expiration of t~at time.,,30 

An ' interesting ,change in § 9-403(2) lands a direct blow on 

Professor Gilmore's arg'ument that lapse does not cause a loss of priority 

to those filing prior to the lapse. Gilmore's contention was that lapse 

caused a loss ,of priority 'only to those filing after the secured party's 

perfection lapsed. 'He phrased the lapse question as follows: 

[Does'] a creditor. ,wholle cU.im arose while' 'the aecurity 
interest was perfected by an effective filing and who thus 
starts with constructive notice ••• prevail, assuming him 
without actual knowledge after the security interest becomes 
unperfected by lapse. It is believed that he should not 
prevail. 31 

Although Professor Gilmore was persuasive in his argument, the language , ' 

, . 
of the revls'i:on removes all doubt that lapse causes a complete loss of 

priority, both::to those security interest perfected prior to lspse and 
.' d " . . . 

those perfected ,'after lapse. The relevant ' portion of that section provides, 
" 
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"if the security interest becomea unperfected upon lapae, it is deemed to 

have been unperfected as against a person who became a purchaser or lien 

creditor before ' iap~e': 32 

The revision of § 9-404(1) may prove to have frequent and aigni-

ficant application to many secured transactions. With respect to financ-

ing atatements covering consumer goods that are filed on or after January 

1,1974, § 9-404(1) provides ' that 

• .within one month or within ten days following written 
demand by the debtor after there is no outstanding secured 
obligation and no commitment to make advances, incur obli
gations or otherwise give valUe, the secured psrty must 
file with each fl1ing officer with whom the financing state
ment was filed, a termination statement to the effect that 
he no longer claims a security interest under the financ
ing statement. If the affected secured party fails 
to file such a termination statement as required by this 
subsection, or to send such a termination statement within 
ten days ' after proper demand therefore he shall be liable 
to the debtor for' $100, and in addition for any loss, csused 
to the debtor ' by suchfailure. 33 , ' , 

, The effect of the 1974 Amendments on financing statement pre-

paration and , filing requirements may be significant in a practical sense, 

yet the revis'iOns, ,concentrated on improving substantive provisions of 

I ' " , Article 'Nine. 'These str,ategic 'targets of the 1974 Amendments were, as 

earlier noted"multlple state transactions, priority rules, and fixtures. 

III. Multiple State Transactions 
= = = 

Section 9-103 has been completely rewritten; it now deals with 

the perfection of security interests and the effects of perfection or non-

perfection. The Old Code was viewed by some as dealing with conflict of 

law problems. only, speaking of the "validity" of security interests. a 

term thatrtO , ,longer' appears' in 'I 9-103. :, The purpose of the revised section 

is " •• ' '. to ' ~ke: clear wher,e ' perfection of a security interest must take 
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place. •• ;.34 , Because the Code has been universally accepted, the 

new approach seems viable. The revision has not failed to draw criticism, 

however. As one writer stated: 

The ' total redrafting of the section was aimed at making 
the choice of law rules less complicated and more clear. 
It do~s ' not seem that this goal has been accomplished. In 
fact; if the Committee's purpose in redrafting Section 
9-103 was; as it professed, to create "certainty as to where 
to file in order to perfect security interests," the revised~ 
version 'must be deemed a failure. 35 

As rewritten, the section deals with perfection of security 

J 

interests in multi-state ca~es with respect to five different types of 

collateral: (1) documents, 'instruments and ordinary goods; 36 (2) goods 

covered by a certificate of title;37 (3) accounts, general intangibles 

and certain types of mobile goods;38 (4) chattel paper (the security 

interest in which, is non-possessory);39 and ,(5) minerals. 40 Each class-

i(ication is subject to ' 8 somewhat different set of rules for determining 

the governing jurisdiction. 

First, with respect to documents, instruments and ordinary goods 

' (including chattel paper ',the security interest in which is pe rfected by 

possession), § 9-103(1) provides that" .perfection and the effec t of 

perfection or, non-perfection of a security interest in 'collateral are 

governed by the law of the jurisdiction where the collateral is [located] 

when the last ,event occurs on which is based the assertion that the sec

urity interest is perfected or unperfected.,,4l Before this basic rule 

becomes digestible, a review of perfection maybe required. Section 9-203 

as amended enumerates thr ee pre-requisites to the attachment of a security 

interest: 

(a) the collateral is in the possession of the secured 
party pursuant to agreement. • • ; 

(b) value has been given; and 
(c) the debtor has rights in the collateral . 42 

Upon compliance with § 9-203, per!,e~!sm is attained by complying with the 
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specific requirements under Article Nine for perfecting a security inter-

est in the particular type of collateral, usually by filing a financing 

statement or taking possession of the co11atera1. 43 Perfection is attained 

upon the 1a8t to occur of all of the conditions listed above. Under 

§ 9-103(1), therefore, the controlling law is that of the jurisdiction 

in which the collateral is physically located at the time when perfec~ 

tion is sought,' This simple rule is not without its potential problems. 

Professor Coogan poses the following hypothetical problem which arises 

from the application of § 9-103(1): 

•• Suppose now that D and S, both located in Pennsylvania, 
execut~ a security agr;ement-covering ~'s inventorYt includ
ing after-acquired items. S makes a large advance and files 
a financing statement in Pennsylvania. In this situation 
the "last event" whose time will determine when we should 

locate the aft,er-acquired collateral is seemingly the debtor's 
acquisition of right s in those items . , Suppose certain after
acquired inventory i s to be shipped from California in such 
a way that the risk of loss passes to D upon delivery of 
the goods to a carrier; D will therefore arguably acquire 
the requisite "rights in-the collateral" at the time of such 
delivery. If ~'S ad vance were made in order to enable ~ 
to purchase this particular inventory, revised 9-103(1) (c) 
would protect S through a filing in Pennsylvania so long as 

' that paragraphTs other conditions were met. But assuming 
that the transaction is not one which would fall within 
paragraph (1) (c) , the status of ~'s perfected security

4
!nter

est in this 'after-acquired collateral is put in doubt. 

One exception to the above general, rule is the purchase money 

security interest in' goods intepded by the' parties to be "kept,,45 in ,: 
another "jur'isdietion. In"this situation the law Of the "other jurisdic

tion,,46 will govern p'erfection and the effect of perfection or non-perfec-

tion until 30 ' days after the debtor receives possession of the goods . 

This 30-day per,iod is not II grace period in that it does not remove or 

suspend the necessity of filing, nor, does it have a retroactive effect. It , , 

does provide;, ',however, ,for a period in which perfection in the other 
, 

jurisdiction wii1 perfect a security interest in the goods even before 
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the goods are t 'ransferred\ into that jurisdiction. The lender, however, in 

addition to filing in the bther j~risdiction, must police the debtor to 

insure that the goods, in 'fact ', are transferred into the state of filing 

within the 30-day period. 

, One 'question unanswered by the Old Code is "[wlhat happens if 

the filing in "the original ' jurisdiction runs out before the end of the 

four-month period in the second jurisdiction?,,47 The New Code clarifies 

the situation by providing that the 4-month period is not a total 4-month 

grace period because it may be reduced by the expiration of the period 

of perfection iin the ,other state. The New Code eliminates the possibility 

of applying Professor Gilmore's "frozen argument,,48 to the lapse of 

,perfect'ion becaus,e the section specifically provides that upon the expira

tion of either the 4-month period or perfection in the other state, the 

security interest", .• becomes unperfected. and is thereafter deemed 

to have beenunperfected as sgainst a person who became a purchaser [inc1ud-

ing' a secured ' party] after removal. ,,49 

I 
Second, subsection (2) provides that where the collateral is 

I 
covered by a certificate-of-title law," perfection of a security interest 

in that particular item of collateral is obtained by notation on the 

certificate of title, and perfection ' is ' governed by the title state's 

laws. 50 As .noted in' the coum.ent·s, however, there are three serious 

drawbacks to ,the operation of perfection in this manner: (1) ,not all 

states are certificate-of-tit1e states; (2) not all' state certificate-

of-title 1a~8 c~ver the same , types of collateral; and (3) fraudulent 

devices are available to circumvent the operation of the various title 

laws. 51 

Subsection (2) poses a three-pronged attack at these short

comings. The"section previde,s th8t~ ',:p.~rfection and the effect of perfection 
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or , non-perfect.ion of the 'security interest are governed by the law. . . 
of the jurisdiCtion issuing the certificate until four months sfter the 

goods ' are relllOv~d from that 'jurisdiction snd ther~after until the goods are" 
, , 

registered in another jurisdiction, but in any event not beyond surrender 

.' ' 52 of the certificate." This provision means that where collateral is 

taken out of , a title state, the ' security interest continues therein until 

4 IDOnths after the date of transfer, registration in the other state, or 

the surrend~r ' olthe certificate, the latter, It is the understanding of 

this writer that lenders in Texas retain the negotiable title when using 

collateral of ',this type as security, and therefore, would be well advised 

53 ' to retain possession thereoluntil the debt is paid, 
: .' . 

Wh~re goods subj ectto the certificate-of-title ' laws of this 
-

' state "are moved', from the other state into this state, which other"111:-at.e's 
, ' ', . ! 

laws sanction perfection in a form other than notation on a certificate of 

title, 9ul>sect~ion ' (c) provides for , the applicatIon of the 4..."onth ~ce '. ' 
,Period" of § ~-103(l)(d), T~erefore, when the collateral is taken from a 

non-certificat~-of ... tit1e state to a certificate-of-title stat'e, the perfec

tion in the other ' state continues ,for 4 lIIOnths, or lapse of perfection in , 

" , 54 the other state, the 'lesser, 

Where g~od8 'ar,, ' brought into a certificate-of-title state from 

" 
either ' ano'ther certificate-of-title state or a non-certificate,-of-title 

state, subsection (d) will control. This provision introduces a double 
, 

, , , " \ ' 

standard when collateral ,is relllOved from the other Btate and a certificate 

\ ' 

of title is issued in this st~te,which certificate does not show that the 

goods are subj ec't to or may be subj ec t to security interests, In this 

situation,a 'buyer not in the business of selling that type ,of goods will 

take free of the security interest ,perfected in the other jurisdiction 

' '', ", ' to ' th~ :: ~xti!Ot : thst he gives value snd receives delivery of the goods 
',.' 
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after issuance ,of the certifi~ate and without knowledge of the security 

interest.,,55 The buyer in the business of selling goods of the kind in 

question is deemed a professioJal to whom the protective rule above is 

not applicable. 56 

Third, with respect to accounts, general intangibles and mobile 

goods generally of the type used in more than one jurisdiction and which 

are not covered by certificate-of-title laws, subsection (3) provides that 
i , 

perfection and the effect of perfection or non-perfection is governed by 

the law of the 'jurisdiction in' which the debtor is located. The Old Code 

provided that as to accounts, perfection was attained by filing in the 

57 
state where the assignor of the accounts kept his records. Increased 

use of computer ,data services has complicated the determination of the 

58 exact location of the records concerning accounts. Thus, the New Code 

provides simply ,that perfection is governed by the jurisdic tion in which 

the debt'or 'ls ':10cated. 59 ' 

The ;Old Code has also been subjected to criticism because general 

intangibles , ' including tax refunds , ' the right to repayment of an open 

account, and other accoont-like collateral were perfec t ed by filing i n the 

60 
jurisdiction of the debtor's "chief place of business." Thus , under the 

Old Code, accounts would be perfected by filing in the ' jurisdic tion where 

the assignor of those accounts kept his records regarding those accounts, 

and filing as to other account-like collateral would be ... ",equired in the 

jurisdiction of the debtor's chief pl ace of business. The result was 

obvious difficulty 'for 'a secured party, seeking to perfect its interest, and 

the third p~rty searching the records for filings on thes e types of collateral. 

The grouping of general i ntangibles and accounts under the same rule, whatever 

that rule might be, is an improvement in itself. The fact that both in-

tangibles 'and accounts (and:, also mobile goods as previouely mentioned) are 

61 
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perfected in the jurisdiction wheh, t lie dehtor is located, adds additi;;nal' 

clarity and ,ease of applic:ation. ' 

Subsection (3) (d)' i ntroduces a new concept ' by providing that 

the "location': of ,the debtor· is (1) the debtor's sole place of business, 

i 

(2) the debtor's chief executive office (an undefined term in the Code 

which replaced the previously / undefined term, "chief place ' of business") ,62 

if he has more thari one plsce of business, and otherwise (3) the debtor's 

' id 63 res ence. The effect' of this provision is to eliminate the question 

which arises under the Old Code". • • in' the situation where the chief 

'executive office is loca'ted in State A and the plant where the greatest 

number of company employees work is located in State B. ,,64 It is addition-

ally worthy of note that the 4-month grace period applies to perfected 

security interests that are affected by a change in location. 65 

Fourth, subsection (4), a new rule not found in the Old Code, 

deals with th~ perfection of a ' non-possessory security interest in chattel 

paper.66 Under the Old Code, security interests in conditional sales 

contracts and other chattel paper were probably governed by the same rules 

that governed the perfection of tangible property.67 That is, filing would 

have to be in' the state where the chattel paper was located. It has become 

increaSingly difficult, however, to determine the exact location of chattel 

paper, at least ,in comparison to tangibles. 68 Therefore, subsection (4) 

provides that the rules stated for accounts in subsection (3) will apply 

to non-possessory security interests in chattel paper. 69 

Fifth, subsection (5) concerns the perfection of a security 

interest in minerals prior to extraction, and accounts .resulting from their 

sale. The Old Code had no provision concerning this type of collateral, 

and thus, there existed ' a potential co'nflict of law problem when holders 

of fraction).l:' interests resided in different jurisdictions. 70 The New Code 
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provides :tha~, :p,e,rfection' is governed , by the law of ,the jurisdiction "wherein 

the wellhead or mine head is 10ca ted. ,,71 

IV. ' Priori't1es 

" The p~oblems , that gav~ rise to the revision of Article Nine 

have been dubbed by some wr,.tere as " .exist!ing) only 1n the minds 

of nervous cor,porate counsel and of law rsview writers. ,,72 If this be 

true, the list ,should be expsnded to engulf those senior law students , ' 

embroiled in the development of research sssignments for seminar courses. 

This attack, however, may well be totally unjustified, for what maY-be 

largely academic questions to some may be the cause of much concern to 

others. 
I 

The 1974 Amendments did not radically alter the basic rules of 

priority among conflicting interests , but rather resolved problems, many 

of which arise " •.. because various commentators disagreed as to the 

proper result ', in certain cir~umstances. ,,73 Simplification was the stated 

purpose for the revision of subsection (1),74 which lists the code sections, 

other than § 9-312, which govern priorities. 75 There is a conflict between 

,those who contend that the Code sections enumerated in subsection (1) have 
\ 

:priority without further 1recourse to § 9-312, and those who contend that 
\ 

a section listed in § 9-312 (1) has priority only when the section, " . . . by 

its own terms; provid~s for it.,,76 While the change in subsection (1) does 

not reso1ve ' this conflict, it is worthy of note thst the only real disagree

ment concetna § 9-306, a conflict which has been resolved in other changes. 77 

The addition of § 9-114 will be discussed later in this paper. 78 

Subsection (3) was rewritten to correct severs1 interpretative 

problems. First, it should be noted that subsection (3) gives the purchase 

money secured party 'priority over certain existing inventory financers. 
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There are said' to ' be' three basic purposes' for this grant of priority; one 

of these reasons is that t he debtor " ••• needs some protection from a 

creditor who has filed a f .inancing ,statement with resp,ect to his goods, 

but who is unwilling to advance additional funds. ,,79 

The new subsection clarifies the position of the purchase money 

secured party in four respects. First, the 1974 Amendments reso1~e the 

conflict between the accounts financer and the inventory finsncer who also 

has a security interest in the proceeds of the sale of that inventory. The 

conflict arises: in the following situation: 

[Tlhe first-to-file secured party takes a security 
interest in the g~ods (including after-acquired goods) 
and their proceeds. The second-to-file secured party 
takes a purchase money security intere st in particular 
goods , and their proceeds and takes the s teps necessary 
under Section 9-312 to give him the purchase money priority 
in the goods . The debtor then sells the goods. There is 
nothing in the Code that specifically 8ays that the purchase 
money priority exte nds to the resulting accounts . The 

, first-to-fi1e secured party will argue that he has priority 
as to the accounts under the first-to-file rule . ' The 
second-to-file secured party will argue that the rationale 
of his ,purchase money priority in goods is equally appli
cable to the proceeds .••• 80 

The 1974 Amepdments proVide that the purchase money security interest 

priority in 'inventory extends only to the inventory and ". . • identifi

able cash 'proceeds received on or bef ore the delivery of the inventory-

to a buyer . 

, 82 accounts. 

"Identifiable cash proceeds" would not include 

Second, ' the notification requirements of ' subsection (3) have 

been altered. ' The Old Code provided that the party seeking purchase money 
, I 

security priority must notify" • • • any secured party whose security inter-

est is known to the holder of the purchase money security interest or who, 

prior to the dat~ of the filing ' made by the holder of the purchase money 

security interest; had filed a financing statement covering the same items 
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or type of inventory. . . 
,,83 

The concept of requiring notification 
I 

to one known to the hold~r of the purchase money security interest to be 
, 

a secured party was said tp be inconsistent with other provisions of 

Article Nine, resulted in difficult problems of proof, and rewarded the 

less diligent creditor. 84 The 1974 Amendments changed this anomalous, 

situation, requiring simply that notification be given" • the holder 

'of the conflicting security interest if the holder hsd filed a financing 

statement cove,ring the same types of inventory. 
,,85 

Third, ,the 1974 Amendments eliminated the problem of proving 

that the secured party actually received the notification of the purchase 

money secured party. Subsection (3)(b) now specifies that all that is 

required is :that the holder of the purchase money security "give" noti

fication, eliminating the prior requirement that notification be "received ... 86 

Finally, the 1974 Amendments answer the question of how long 

such notification lasts. , Section (3)(c) specifically states that noti-

87 fication is effective for 5 years. 

Subsection (4) deals with the purchase money security interest 

in non-invent~ry collateral. The extension of the priority in that 

88 
provision r'7'¢he's proceeds, a term which will include 'accounts. 

New : subsections (3) and (4) of § 9-312 sttempt to answer the 

question of which secured party should prevail, the accounts finsncer or 

the inventory financer. The following is illustrative of the present 

scheme's logic: 

The inventory financer's i nterest is transitory; one 
expects the inventory to be sold in the ordinary course 
of business 'to a buyer who will tske free of the security 
interest created by his seller. Further, if the inven
tory is ~inanced under a purchase money agreement, the 
financer will not ' have priority in future acquired inven
tory if there are other inventory financers with previ
ously estab.Ushed interests in the future inventory. 
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However, PlCofes!1o'r "Kripke maintains tha t inventory fin-
, ancers can survive without' the protection of an interest 
in "proceed accounts','" 'Indeed, if the inventory is sold 
for chattel paper rather than an account, the chattel 
paper financerhas 'priority [under' § 9-308) over the 
inventory financer. 

The position of the accounts financer is even more 
vulnerable. If his priority can be pre~mpted by a sub
sequent inventory financer, his interest is almost worth
less. He would not know when he lost his priority unless 
he constantly checked the records to discover if an in
ventory financer had intervened. . . . 

Under the proposed subsection, the accounts financer 
ia given priority.89 

It should be noted; however, that while the accounts financer is victorious 

under subsection (3) as sgainst a purchase money secured party in inven-

tory, he is defeated by the purchase money secured party in non-inven-

I 
tory, because non-inventory is not originally intended to be re-sold. 

Prob,lems in subsection (5) have also been eliminated by the 

1974 Amendments'., The Old Code provided for three priority situations: 

(1) both security interests were perfected by filing; (2) both security 

interests were not perfected by filing, and (3) neither security interest 

was, perfected. The problem with this approach was that it created problems 

in determining which situation was applicable, especially when temporary 

90 
perfection without filing was concerned. When the first creditor files 

but does not' perfect and the second creditor perfects by means other than 

" filing, the Old Code § 9-312(5) gave the second in time the first right. 

Under the new ' § 9-312(5) (a) , the first to file takes priority over those 

who claim by filing or perfecting after him. 9l 

Before leaving subsection (5) .. two further comments are in order. 

, First, Old Code § 9-312(6) provided that continuously perfected security 

interests should be treated as perfected in the manner in which they were 

93 
This provision has been moved to New Code § 9- 312(5) (a). 
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S~c01i.d, subsection (5) (b) now provides . that when the sec~rity interests 

in conflict a~e unperfected, the first to attach has priority. When such 

a conflict arises, reliance on subsection (5)(b) should constitute mal

practice per. s~.94 

New subsection (6) was designed to eliminate the conflict 

between the first-to-file secured party who· perfects without filing and 

the subsequent 'creditor who is first to file, with respect to proceeds 

received afte'< both interests arise. Prior to the 1974 Amendments, the 

argument could be made that neither party has a perfected interest until 

the proceeds arise and .. the debtor obtains rights in the collateraL 

Subsection (6) solves ·this conflict by giving priority in· the proceeds 

to the first to:. file or perfect as to the collateral. This is cons1s- _ 

tent with the ' ~ew §9-306(3).95 

The 1974 Amendments substantially revised the prOVisions of 

Article Nine regarding ·' proceeds and the rights ·of secured· parties with· 

. respect to .ptbceeds. 96 Although the New Code retains the basic outline 

found in the Old Code, amended ·§ 9-306 first elaborates on the previous 

. definition of the term "proceeds." 

"Proceeds" includes whatever 1s received upon the sale, 
exchange, collection or othet disposition of collateral or 
proceeds. Insurance payable by reason of loss or damage 
to the ·collateral is proceeds except to the extent that it 
is payable to a person other than a party to the security 
agreement. Money, checks, deposit accounts, and the like 
are "cash g~oceed8. II All other proceeds are "non-cash
proceeds. It 

The inclusion of insurance. proceeds in the definition ·will overrule cases 

to the contra~y."98 . Furthere/oore, the inclusion of "deposit account.;ot- will 

eliminate any. possible probrems in that area. 99 

Under § 9-203(3), as amended, a secured party automatically has 

the right to proceeds speciffed in § 9-306, unless the parties agree that 

. . .. 100 
those rights ·' ~o . proceeds s·hall 91' ~r~_stricted. The automatic nature of 
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this claim to . pr.oceeds is illustrated· by· the new financing statements, 

which have no ·. ".proceeds box" for the creditor to check. lOl 

Although the language of § 9-306(2) does not grant an unlimited 
,. 

claim to proceeds, the intent and theory of the section is fairly clear; 

a secured party's claim "continues in any identifiable proceeds including 

102 
collections received by the debtor." 

Section 9-306(3) provides that a security interest is continuously 

perfected as to proceeds, as well 8S the original collateral, if it was 

perfected ~s to the original collateral. Here, however, Art icle Nine sets 

out a limitation on the proceeds security interest: This continuous per-

fection ceases, · however, and the security interest in the proceeds " ..• 

becomes unperfected ten days after receipt of the proceeds by the debtor, ,,103 

unless the creditor establishes continued perfection under one of the 

special provisions of § 9-306(3). Under these special provisions, the 

perfected status of a claim to proceeds can be continued under the follow-

ing rules: 

(a) a financing statement that covers the original 
collateral and that was filed to perfect the security 
interest as to proceeds if the proceeds are collateral 
in which a security interest may be perfected by filing 
a financing statement in those offices where the origi-
nal statement was filed; . 

(b) if the secur ed party seeks to establish continued 
perfection in proceeds pursuant to the prece~ing para
graph, and if the pro.ceeds involved were acquired by the -
debtor with cash proceeds of the original collateral, then 
the financing statement on whith the assertion of per
fection is based must have indicated, as being included 
in the collateral, the types of property that were 
acquired with the cash proceeds; 

(c) the initial filing of a financing statement 
covering· the original collateral will be effective to 
continue the perfection in identifiable cash proceeds; 

(d) perfecting, within the ten-day grace period, a 
security interest in the proceeds pursuant to the rules 
applicable to the category of collateral received as pro
ceeds will establish the security in~est as . continuously 
perfected, both in the original collateral and in the 
proceeds, from the time the initial perfection was achieved 
as to the original collateral. l04 
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The following example illustrates the mechanics of § 9-306 and 

its interrelation to § 9-312: 

A has filed and has a perfected security interest cover
ing-the debtor's presently held and after acquired inventory. 
B then finances a new inventory acquisition by the debtor, 
taking a purchase money secur i ty interest which has priority 
over ~'s security interest in the new inventory by virtue 
of compliance wi th Reyision section 9-312(3). When this 
new inventory is sold, the priorities in the proceeds will 
depend upon the t ype of proceeds produced . Revision "Section 
9-312 (3) will give .l!. priority in identifiable cash proceeds 
received on or before the delivery of the inventory to a 
buyer. If the proceeds are accounts and we assume that the 
office in which the inventory filings were made was the 
proper place of filing to perfect a security interest in 
the debtor's accounts, A will have priority. This result 
is reached because Revision section 9-312(6) makes A's 
date of filing wi th respect to inventory also 8 date of 
filing as to proceeds, and Revision section 9-312(5) (a) 
would rank the security interests according to the dates 
of filing. Since A's filing occurred before B's "filing, 
A has priority. - -

If we change the example so that A has filed and perfected 
a security interest 1n t ,he debtor's accounts and! subse
quently files and perfects a security interest in the debtor's 
inventory, ~ would again have priority because his filing 
preceded that of B. 

If the collatera{ is equipment rather than inventory, 
different considerations are present which may be illustrated 
8S follows: A files and has perfected security interest in 
the debtor's presently held and after acquired equipment. 
B subsequently tiles and perfects a purchase money security 
interest in a new item of equipment within 10 days of the 
time the debtor receives possession of the collateral . -If 
the equipment is sold .l!. will have priority in the proceeds -
over any position ~ can take as a secured party claiming 
proceeds under his security agreement covering equipment. 
If we again change the situation so that ~'s filing with-. ______ 
respect ,to equipment was also a proper place of filing with 
respect to accounts, ! would again have priority over ~ 
with respect to an account which arose as proceeds of the 
sale of the equipment by virtue of Revision section 9-312(4), 

If in the prior examples neither ~ nor .l!. had a purchase 
money security interest in the equipment entitled to 
'priority under Revision section 9-312(4), then A as the 
first to file would have priority. 105 

The second limiting factor 'to be noted with respect to proceeds 

deals with claims to proceeds agains t insolvent borrowers. Under the New 

Code, as under,' the Old Code, the scope df a perfected security inte.,est in 
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, 
proceeds in the ,event of insolvency proceedings, including bankruptcy. 

is given specific limitations. Section 9-306(d) restricts the scope of 

, a security int~rest with respect to proceeds in insolvency proceedings and 

represents spec,Hic spplicstion of principles regarding u:acing snd identi-

106 
fication of :proceeds in bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings. 

V. Fixtures 

It was inevitable that the attempt to codify fixture 
priority law in one section would fall 'short of the mark. 
Although no large body of appellate case law has arisen 
out of· ,9';',313 disputes, writers and lawyers have found the ' 
section ,ambiguous in certain key areas and have questioned 
the wisdom of the rules which it sets down in other areas. 
As a r!,sult of this dissatisfaction with 9-313. the Review 
Committee for Article Nine of the Code has proposed three 
draft 'amendments of 9-313. This effort reached culmina~ion 
with the ,issuance of the Review Committee's final repori07 
which ', among other things, substantially revises 9-313. 

The :Code definU,"on, both Old and New. of "fixture" has _!>een 

elusive at best. The Old c'o~e defined fixture by saying that " 

[t)he law of this 'state other than this Act determines whether snd when 

" ' , '108 · 
other ,goods ' be'come ,fiXtures." 'the New Code takes ,a somewhat more en-. ' 

compassing approach by saying ' that ". " .goods are fixtures when they 

become so related to particular real estate that an interest in them arises 

under real estate la1l.,,109 The definition, however, 'may be the least 

important aspect of the section, the rea'l question being Jwhether a 

'fixture filing ' is' requir~d.110 
, 

"Fixture Filing" is defined in § 9-313 (1) (b) as ". . • the filing 

in the office ,where a mortgage on the real estate would be filed or 

recorded of a ,financing statement covering goods which are or are to 

become fixtur'es' and conforming to the r ,equirementB of subsection (5) of 

S i ' 9 402! ,,111 ect on - •••• As previously discussed, subsection (5) requires 



the financing statement":'fo l1)ilhOw' thilt it covers this type of collateral, 

(2) recite that" it is to be filed in the real estate records, (3) ,contain 

a sufficient property description, and (4') show the name of the record 

owner, if other than th~ 'debtor .112 , , , 
Under I 9-402(6), a mortgage may 

suffice as a fixture financing state~ent if it meets the enumerated 

requiremenu',113 

A fixture ' filing is required in order to defeat the interest of 

the encumbrancer or owner of the real estate with respect to fixtures 

except Where "the fixtures are readily removable factory or office mach-

,ines or readily removable replacements of domestic appliances which are 

consumer goods, '" ,[if) before the goods become fixtures the security 

interest is ,perfected by any method permitted by this Article, , , , ,,114 

Additionally, 'note ' that building materials incorporated into an improvement 

on land are without the scope of § 9:"313,115 

There 'exists justifiable critism of the above exclusions from the 

full-blown fixture filing requirement, The exclusions ' sre narrowly, if 

not peculiarly drawn. First, while security interests ' in fixtures that 

are both read':i'lY removable and either office or factor machinery are not 

s'ubj ected' to the additional burden of a fixture filing" in order to prevail 

, " 

over the ,encumbrancer or owner of the real estate with respect to the 

particular fixtures involved, security ' interests in agricultural equipment, 

such 'as a milking machine, while very analogous to factory mschinery, would 

not be' spared this additional trouble.. Furtherni()re, while a security 

interest in an original domestic appliance, though removable, would be 

subjected to the added burden of a fixture filing, its replacement would 

fall without 'this requirement,ll6 Because of the difficulty in determin-

ing the logic"behind the above exclusions, the practical definition of 

fixture is dif,~icult to ascertain, 
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The drafters of the new article , acknowledged the influence of 

the real estate bar on their rev,ls10ns of subsection (4) (c) .117 

As to appliances', the rule stated is limited to readily 
removable replacements, not original installations, of 
appliances which are consumer goods in the hands of the 
debtor (Section 9-109). To facilitate financing of original 
appliances in new dwellings as part of the real estate 
financing of dwellings, no special prioritr is given to 
chattel financing of original appliances.l 8 

Thus, the sect'ion was drafted with the conflict between the construc-

tion mortgagee ' and the later purchase money financer of consumer goods 

in mind. 

Their aim was to make the construction mortgagee safe 
from the danger that the building contractor, af 'ter the 
house had been mortgaged together with all its fixture 
appliances, would buy and install original fixtures subject 
to higher-ranking purchase money interests. The means of 
achieving this end was to require a fixture filing for 
originnl appliances before the filing of the construction 
mortgage. Under, the rule, therefore, any mortgagee con
templating financing ,a home construction can know from a 
search ,of the realty records exactly which interest may be 
superior 'to .. his and can ~est assured that no later interest 
will ' come ahead of him.ll 

The , basic priority rules of § 9- 313 vary greatly from the Old 
" 

, " 120 
Code provi8i~ns. Unlike its predecessor, § 9-313 is centered around 

perfection. Furthermore, construction mortgages are given a new and 

higher priority under the revised section. The priority provisions, 

howev~r, are not without ' flaw. The interrelation 'of subsection (4) and 

subsection (6) create potentially c i rcular priorities. The following 

examples will suffice to illustrate the problem: 

ILLUSTRATION #1: 
January I, 1975 - Mortgage filed. 
January 2, 1975 - Fixture installed on premises. 
January 3, 1975 - Mortgage #2 filed. 
January 9, 1975 - Purchase money security interest in 
fi~tures is perfected ' (within 10-day limit of (4)(a». 

Priorities: 
(1) Subsection (4)(a) provides that the purchase money 
security interest takes priority over mortgage HI. 
(2) Mortgage #1 takes priority over mortgage #2 under 
ba:~kfirst-to-fi1e ~t~!>1 
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(3) , Mortgage #2, however, will take ' priority over the 
purchase money security interest, because . of the first 
to file rule, and because of , the inapplicability of sub
section (4) (a). , , 

ILLUS~RATION 02: 
January 1, 1975 - Mortgage 01 filed - to buy land 
January 2, 1975 - Mortgage 02 filed - to construct building. 
January 3, 1975 - Purchase money security interest to add 
fixtures. 

Priorities: 
(1) ,' Subsection (4) (a) provides priority of the purchase 
money security interest over mortgage 01. 
(2),. Subsection (5) gives the construction mortgage 02 
priority over the purchase money security interest. 
(3) : Mortgage 01 takes priority over mortgage H2, however, 
by *pp1ication of the first-to-file rules. 

When the conflict is between a judgment lien creditor and the 

party with a ' security interest in fixtllres, the secured party will prevail 

whether he has made a chattel filing or a full-blown fixture fixture 

filing. Subsect,ion (4) (d) provides that 'the secured party has priority 

over a lien credltor who obtains the lien after the security interest 

was perfected 'by any method permitted in Article Nine. 12l Thus, erroneous 

filing will not relegate tne secured party's position below that of a 

judgment lien ,creditor. 

Even sn unperfected security interest in fixtures will prevail 

over the owner "or encumbrancer of real property when the owner or encum-

brancer consents in writing, or the debtor has the right to remove the 

goods as against the owner or encumbrancer . 122 

Finally, the secured party with priority over the owner or 

encumbrancer has the right to sever and remove his collateral even though 

the removal causes physical damage and even though the villue of the property 

123 
is thereby diminished. The last sentence of ,subsection (8) provides, 

however, that the owner or encumbrancer is entitled to reimbursement for 

this damage, '; if any, by giving the real estate claimant "a statutory right 
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' to , .ecuriC:Y "or,: indemn1tyfailing which he may refuse 'permiuion to remove."l24 

vt. Misc'ellaneous 

Thirty-one sections were affected by the 1974 Amendments. Seven 

of these sections have been previously discussed in dee'ail, and the changes _ 

with respect to several other sections have been treated cursorily. The 

fact that the following revised provisions are encountered for the first 

time in this final section does not necessarily indicate s lack of their 

itnportartce. Some of the revised sections of the code discussed below are 

either difficult to classify or simply do not lend themselves to a discus-

sion of the general scheme of the 1974 Amendments. It is submitted that, 

while some are admittedly of decreaSing significance in relation to the 

I whole, these revised sections should not be slighted. For the sake of 

simplicity, the proviSions covered in this section will be discussed 

s e r:tll t j:1Il • 

Section 9-102 is altered chiefly by certain omissions in its 

first subsection. The deletions " •.. make applicable ' the general choice 

, of law principles of Section 1-105 (except for special rules stated in 

Section 9-103), instead of an incomplete statement of this section.,,125 

Additionally, the deletion of the phrase "contract rights" conforms with 

the change in § 9-106 discussed 1ater. 126 

Certain new definitions have been added to § 9-105. For example, 

a definition of "deposit ' accounts" conforms with the inclusion of this 

type of account in the new definition of proceeds in § 9_306(1) . 127 

The deletion of the definition of "contract right" in § 9-106 

is a conforming change. The diBtinction in "account" and "contract right" 

" is now a distinction without a difference, because the only Old Code dis-
"I '. 

tinction, fO'!hdin I 9-318(2), haa been eliminated. 128 
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Section 9-114 is , s 'newiy, adopted section. It must be viewed 

in conjunction with the new' § 9-408. Both deal with the consignment of 

goods and the protection of the consignor's interest. The section parallels 

the purchase money security interest notice requirements previously 

discussed in § ' 9_312(3).129 Notice must be given to ' the inventory secured 

party if the consignor desires his true consignment to be perfected. It 

was previously argued that filing would suffice. It is now clear, however, 

that the notice 'requirement is required in addition to the filing requirement 

found in § 2.326(3).130 Section 9-408 sets out the requirements of the 

financing statement, and makes provisions for the appropri ate terminology 

peculiar to this type of interest. 131 

Changes in §§ 9-203 and 9-204 clarify certain previous ambigui-

ties. The previous attachment provisions of § 9-204 now appear in § 9-203. 

In transit between the two sections, the attachment provision was amended 

to remove what appeared to be the possibility that a' security interest could 

attach and become perfected and still be unenforceable for lack of a 

132 written security agreement. 

A ,de'letion from § 9-204 will affect crop financing. Without 

infringing on the scope of a later presentation, it is sufficient to say 

that it now appears that a farmer may encumber future crops. It sho~ be 

noted that, the original purpose; of "protect[ing] a necessituous farmer 

from encumbering his crops · ~or many years in the future. . .," was never 

effective because' the scope of the financing statement covering crops was 

133 not properly limited. 
i 

Section 9-302 no longer spares lenders from the 'necessity of 

filing a financing statement to perfect a security interest in farm equip

ment " ... having a pur chase price not in excess of $2500 . • •• ,,134 In 

conjunction with this change, § 9-307(2~ removed low cost farm equipment from 
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the · provision granting to the buyer in the ordinary course of business 

priority over ·a non-filed security interest. 135 

Default provisions relating to non-consumer collateral now 

require that notice be sent to the debtor and any other secured party from 

whom written notice of a c1a~m in the collateral is received. Previous 

notice requirements extended to both secured parties who had duly filed 
. I. 

a financing statement and other secured parties known to have a security 

interest in ' the particular collateral. The change removed the necessity of 

searching the:: ·record before disposition and the need to check past records 

and f,oi1es for'! other inf~fma1 information that could be construed as placing 

, 136 
one dn actua1 ··notice of 'a security interest. The revision does not alter 

the simple requirement of giving notice only to the debtor when disposing 

of consumer-good co11at~ral.137 

VII. Conclusion .. 
In an article which has been said to be ". • • a must for under-

standing ••• [the 1974] amendments •.• ,,,138 Peter F. Coogan noted that 

Article Nirie has ·been the most well received article of the Uniform Commercial 

Code. No other article, however, was the victim of so many non-uniform 

.~hanges · by state legisla tures. The 1974 Amendments were a product of 

Article Nine ~ s exposure: "No other article of the Code so direc tly affects 

so many commercial transactions, or requires 1awyers~0 critically to 

examine it~ provisions at the time a conanercia1 transaction is entered into. ,,139 

It appears that the drafting, technical and substantive changes represent 

improvements rather than deviations from the course charted by its pre

dessor. 140 Most attorneys can not function properly without a working 

knowledge of:. this particular article, and the revisions noted in this 

summary presentation of the· 1974 Amendments should clarify and give a higher 
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! r:I 
degree of ce'r 'tainty to secUred-lending practices. 

, William B,. Dawson 

FOOTNOTES: 

*This article has been submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements , of a seminar course in advanced Uniform Conimercia1 Code 
at the Texas ,Tech University School of Law, and is intended for student 

, use only. 
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63. Uniform Commercial Code § 9-103(3)(d); Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 
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113. Uniform Commercial Code § 9-402(6); Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 

Ann. art. 9.402(f) (SuPp. 1974). 
~ 

114. 
I , 

Uniform Commercial Code § 9-313(4)(c); Tex. Bus . & Comm. 
I, 
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115. Uniform Commercial Code § 9-313(2); Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 
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140.· Ruud, supra note 22, ·at 1144. 



HANDOUT QUESTIONS 

(1) January I, ,19,70 - 'creditor III files financing ststement 
January I, 1971 - Creditor #2 files financing statement 
January 2, 1975 - Creditor Ol's financing statement filing lapses 
January 3, 1975 - Creditor #3 files financing statement 

Whst are the priorities under a first-to-flle rule/logi'c? Turn to the Appendix psge 796 
snd examine the Old Code section 9-,403(2) and compare it with the present version. 

(2) Suppose that 'on January I, 1975, sIp (secured party) takes a Sll (security 
interest) in goods intended, to be moved from Texas to New Mexico within the next 25 
days. On January 5, 1975, the goods are' in fact moved to New Mexico. On January 6, 
1975, the goods are sold. On January 7, 1975, sIp files in New Mexico - ie within the 
30 day grace period provided by t 9-l03(1)(c). Will the 30-day grace period work to 
sIp's adv;'ntage - and if so why? and ' if not, why not? 

(3) A security interest is perfected in Texss while the property is locsted here. 
The debtor moves the property to New Mexico and within 4 months sells the property in 
New Mexico to a purchaser who is ' without notice that the goods are subject to an' out
standing security ' interest. The secured creditor from Texas does not perfect his 
interest in New Mexico within the 4 month grace period. After the expiration of 4 
months he asserts his interest against the purchaser. Who should win? See 
§ 9-l03(1)(d)(i). See also Appendix page 745 for Old Code § 9-103(3). Refer back to 
Question #1. 

" ----(4) Debtor intends to move goods located in Texas, and in which the FNB- of Lubbock 
has a 5/1, to Washington state by truck. In doing so Debtor will travel through New 
Mexico, Colorado (where he plans to s~op over for a visit with his mother, Utah, 
Wyoming, Idaho, finally reaching Washington. Should FNB of Lubbock look to the, laws of , 
any of these 'states to perfect its security interest? (other than Washington? other 
than Texas?) ' What about Colorado? 

(5) Car brought from the State of Confusion (a non-certificate-of-title state) to 
the State of Texas. Lender in State of Confusion filed a financing statement under the 
UCC on January I, 1970. The car was brought into Texas on December 31, 1974 and sold, ' 
3 months later. , What result? See § 9-103(2) (c). If State of Confusion is a 
certificate-of-titlestate and the lender , in Confusion retains possession ' of the nego
tiable certificate, what result? Would it matter if the purchaser, in the second 
hypo, was Don Crow Chevrolet? (and if so why, ana if not, why not?) 

(6) 'January I, 1975, FNB of Lubbock loaned to the Cisco Dry Goods Store $100.00 
to buy flannel shirts, taking a security interest in all inventory, proceeds and 
after-acquired property. The security agreement contemplated future advances by FNB 
to Cisco as required -- and there was a provision requiring the value of the inventory 
to be 125% of the outstanding indebtedness (here of course $125.00). Cisco failed to 
replenish his inventory of dry goods, however, depositing some of the cash proceeds 
from the sale of the flannel shirts into the account of Mr. and Mrs. (Cisco would not 
allow his wife to go by Ms.) Cisco; FNB then sent John Doe of its credit department to 
supervise the cash proceeds collection during the period January 2, through January II, 
1975 - and the cash proceeds collected during this period was $25.00. Checks made 
payable to Cisco Dry Goods Store were collected during this period in the total amount : 
of $55.00. Furthermore, Mr. and Mrs. Cisco had deposited into their jOint, personal 
checking account $35.00 - as previously mentioned. A petition in bankruptcy was filed, 
naturally, on January 12, 1975. What righta doea the bank have with respect to the 
above proceeds under f 9-306(4)? Without infringing on the rights of other writers 
(Mr. Davenport), i8 f 9-306(4) a valid atatutory line in the 'first in8tence under the 
bankruptcy act???? 



(7) Owner owns an apartment building covered by a first mo~tgage in favor of 
Lending Bank. On October s. Elevator Company instn.lled a new elevator in the building. 
On October 10. Owner borrowed funds from Spendthrift Bank to remodel some apartments 
and Spendthrift took a second mo~t8.age on the apartment build~ng which was recorded 
the same day. On October 11, Elevator Company.. made a fixutre fil~ng on the elevator. 
As between Lend~ns Bank, Spendthrift Bank• and ·Elevator Company, who baa priority in 
the elevator????? 


